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SAUVIGNON 2019 DOP
Friuli Colli Orientali 
AZ.AGR. COLUTTA DR. GIANPAOLO
 
Making and maturing this variety is hard and difficult.

Thanks to climate and soil in Friuli, Sauvignon Blanc expresses its aroma, minerality     and structure.   

COMMERCIAL DATA
1) Wine Name: Sauvignon DOP Friuli Colli Orientali

2) Year: 2019

3) Alcohol content: 13,50% vol.

AGRONOMIC DATA
1) Agricultural scheme: Conventional - Traditional

2) Grapes used: 100% Sauvignon

3) Characteristics of the vines:

Ampelographic characteristics: small cluster, compact

Productivity: below average Ripening period: early

4) Selection: clonal

5) The location area of vineyards: vineyard property in Buttrio and Manzano

6) Vineyard area: 3.57 has

7) Altitude and slope: 80 mt s.l.m with a gradient of 5%

8) Soil type: Eocene, Ponca, clay silt

9) orientation and exposure of the vines: North-South

10) Training system: Single and Double tipped

11) Pruning system: they leave 10 buds per fruiting

12) Summer Pruning: yes - with scacchiolatura

13) The need for irrigation: no

14) Number of vines per ha: 3000

15) Average Yield: 70 quintals / ha

16) Harvest period: first in the End of August, second in early September

 

WINE MAKING AND AGING 
This wine is vinified differently than the others.

First of all, we harvest half of this variety about a week before the other half.

In the first harvest the grapes aren’t fully mature to preserve the most fresh, green and fruity aromas.

In the second harvest grapes are mature, the notes become sweeter and the body grows.

The grapes are de-stemmed and soft-pressed; the must obtained stays for 6-7 days at 3-4°C with coarse 

lees which are mixed every day to extract all the aromatic precursors.

After this period the clean juice is heated till 12-14°C, then fermented with two different types of selected 

yeasts.

This process is made in stainless-steel vats, goes on slowly and lasts 21-24 days.

The wine obtained stays on noble lees till spring and then is bottled.
 

Testing profile 
It is widely recognizable for its strong aromas that recall: exotic fruits, bell pepper and melon. sharply herbaceous notes 

especially in the coldest years

Food paring
 
Appetizers, shellfish and risotto. 
Serving temperature:

8°–11°C
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